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2018 NSW Country Shows Conference 

TRADITIONS VERSES INNOVATION 

Embracing a particular show tradition with innovation 

John W Rothwell, Royal Agricultural & Horticultural Society of South Australia Inc 

 

Introduction 

My proposition is – traditions are the result of innovation which was initiated at an earlier 

point in time. 

Traditions and innovation are directly linked.  

Confusion and frustration occurs when there is 

resistance to change or the proposed change is not 

sound. 

The basis of why things were originally established are 

often forgotten easily becoming set in stone and 

protected from change. 

The traditional elements of all our Shows and their 

governing organisations need to continually evolve and 

respond to a changing world. 

A good example from our Show is wine judging, which 

today retains some of the past industry practices, but 

has also evolved operationally in response to a very 

mature and sophisticated industry.   

Future of business and events 

The average life expectancy of a new Australian business is in the order of 7 years. 

Remaining relevant and viable for the long term is the biggest challenge our Agricultural 

Societies and Shows face. 

Most Shows have been around a long time so statistically the odds are stacking up against 

us. 

To survive long term we need to be sharp, on the ball and open to change. That does not 

mean we throw out the essence of what we are about or our traditions. 
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Royal Agricultural & Horticultural Society of South Australia Inc (RA&HS) 

With our Society and Show as an example, the 

organisation was established in 1836 in response to the 

State having a real need for an organisation such as the 

RA&HS. 

The organisation has faced many challenges over the 

last 178 years and has continually needed to evolve and 

innovate. 

The Society has developed, with many areas of its initial focus being handed over to other 

organisations such as the Botanic Gardens, Roseworthy Agricultural College and other 

industry organisations. 

 

Reasons to date for RA&HS’ success: 

Today I am fortunate to work for a successful 

organisation, but of course it still faces challenges and 

there is a need for it to continually evolve. 

The issues we face today may be different than the past, 

but we are very keen and excited to be tackling them 

head on. 

Key in the RA&HS’ ongoing future is: 

• Being clear on the organisation’s core purpose and ensuring it is still relevant. It 

starts with the constitution and objectives of the organisation.  Experience shows 

this can be a most challenging step; 

• Retaining quality people who are prepared to work towards a common goal; 

• Maintaining relevance to and relationships with a diverse range of people outside 

the organisation; and 

• Protecting RA&HS’ key elements and assets, but also embrace change. 
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The challenges and benefits resulting from infusing innovation into traditional activities  

With a focus on the Royal Adelaide Show continually evolving, I provide examples of 

changes made, innovation adopted, challenges faced and the resulting benefits, without 

destroying the essence of the Show as an event or its traditions. 

 

Sheep competitions 

You will have all heard comments that “agricultural show competitions are no longer 

relevant”. 

“The tradition of exhibiting sheep at a Show is a waste of time.” 

So, if that is true, how is it that we are achieving more entries than 40 years ago? 

Why are the top commercial operators in the sheep industry supporting our Show with over 

1,600 sheep entries? 

You may be familiar with Adelaide’s sheep pavilion where, to accommodate the number of 

stock entering we have had to split the Show into two stages and additionally, where 

appropriate, we convert two pens into one accommodating three sheep per pen. 

How could this be so? 

Prime lamb and maternal breed competitions have been continually evolved through 

adopting technology and applying commercial objective assessment, balanced with 

traditional judging methods. 

Our sheep section has listened and embraced requests from breed societies for the 

integration of objective assessment into the judging system.  Utilisation of data from 

Lambplan (EBV’s), and eye muscle scanning have for example been incorporated in the 

judging process for many years. 

On the merino side, a wether competition has been 

introduced into a very traditional industry, with the key 

purpose of engaging youth. 

The photo shows the 2014 Show with of 144 animals 

registered under 48 entries in the School Merino 

Wether Competition. 

The tradition of exhibiting sheep at the Show for 

business, education and social opportunities is very much alive today. 

Support is strong from industry and exhibitors because the Show is providing the 

environment to achieve results. 
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If we were still operating the competitions strictly in the 

traditional methods, the sections would not be in the 

strong position they are today. 

The red line indicates the positive long-term trend for 

competitive entries. 

 

 

Other led species competitions introduced to youth 

The Society has had success with the introduction of 

other non-traditional youth programs across a range 

of species including Led Goat Wethers, Alpacas and 

Led Steers. 

These competitions are a break from tradition, but 

they have increased participation and interest in the 

Show. More importantly we are investing in youth and 

potentially increasing their chance of long-term 

involvement in the rural industry. 

It would have been much easier for our competitive 

sections to stick to their knitting, presenting 

competitions in the traditional way. 

But how rewarding it is to see the growing strength of 

the competitions and a growing youth component.  
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Other youth development programs 

Another youth program that came from left field and 

was innovative when started but is now a must do 

tradition for aspiring beef cattle exhibitors.  It is the 

Junior Heifer Expo established in 1985. 

The event is held during the July school holidays each 

year at the Adelaide Showground with over 200 

entrants. 

What I find interesting is when great initiatives such as 

the Heifer Expo are established, they are quickly 

adopted and become protected as a non-touchable 

tradition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Breaking through resistance barriers 

As I am sure you are aware when developing and introducing a new idea it is quite normal 

to come up against barriers.  It is easy to see why many initiatives never get off the ground 

or are unsuccessful. 

There is no secret to the solution of breaking through those barriers.  The question is do you 

have enough determination to succeed? 

Someone with determination to initiate a sound idea that they believe in, will normally win 

against the so-called traditionalist finding all the reasons why something shouldn’t happen. 
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An idea with no precedent in Adelaide 

An example of one challenge the Adelaide Showground 

faced was gaining approvals for the erection of two 

large permanent electronic signs on its boundary facing 

a busy road. 

The alternative was continuing with traditional banners 

hung on our boundary fence. 

It took 2 ½ years to gain all the approvals and it would 

have been much easier to give up. 

Every Government Department the RA&HS was referred 

to had another reason to block the approval. The final 

excuse being that if authorisation was given to the 

Showground to have electric signs, it would set a 

precedent. The argument didn’t stand and the approvals 

were granted. 

 

On line entries 

Why wouldn’t you look to use technology to process and manage more accurately and 

efficiently the 33,000 Show competitive entries? 

Well I can tell you what I was told by someone very senior in our organisation, “in their view 

submitting on line entries will be a burden on exhibitors and exhibitors didn’t want the 

existing system interfered with.” 

The person stated he would be “speaking out against the proposed changes and would be 

arguing to retain the traditional method of lodging entries”. 

He said “in fact the day I have to enter my sheep on line, is the day I will stop competing”. 

In 2014 we achieved 43% of our total competitive entries being submitted on line. Last year 

we achieved 82% and reached 88% this year. 

And yes, the individual I talked about did for the first time in 2014, break with tradition and 

had his son submitted his sheep entries on line, and further, with a bit of help from one of 

our staff this year he entered them online himself. 
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No one will ever purchase advance ticketing for the Show 

Did you know that advanced ticketing for agricultural 

shows will never really take off? 

I quote what was said to me “don’t you realise for the 

Show you are not selling a limited number of seats like a 

football stadium, so why would anyone ever bother to 

buy tickets in advance?” 

This thinking has been proven wrong with advanced 

ticket sales for the Adelaide Show reaching 62% in 2017.  Think of all the benefits that result 

for the patrons and for the Show with more than half of our attendees paying ahead of the 

event. 

I recently overheard a conversation which went something like “oh we have a tradition of 

always buying our Show tickets in advance because it means we don’t queue up at the entry 

to the Showground”. 

For some people a reasonably new service has already become a tradition. 

 

Displaying Art, Craft & Cookery entries in anything other than the traditional building  

Did you know, and I quote “Displaying Art, Craft & 

Cookery entries in a venue other than the traditional 

building where they have always been located, won’t 

work, it will be a disaster”. 

Guess what, record entries have been received since this 

competitive section was moved into the new pavilion. 

Further, under no circumstances will the conveners of 

the section now allow us to move them out of the new 

venue.  A new tradition of exhibiting in this venue has 

already been well established. 
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Ladies Day Afternoon Tea 

An element of our Show that a man shouldn’t look to 

interfere with was the Ladies Afternoon Tea. 

Whilst a real tradition of the Show it was badly in need 

of a review. 

As it turned out a group of dynamic young ladies 

connected to our Show Society took it on and created a 

very successful replacement event. 

The charity brunch today attracts a capped number of 

300 attendees and is booked out year on year raising 

over $10,000 for charity.   

 

 

Creating new traditions: 

So much for breaking with existing traditions, what about creating new traditions from 

scratch: 

Return tickets to the Show 

We were advised that without a tradition of buying return tickets to come back to the Show 

on another day, it won’t work, “people just won’t take it up”. 

It was also considered difficult to establish and expensive to administer.  

Regardless in 2015 we launched a trial with a low cost 

high tech strategy with an objective of annually selling 

10,000 tickets by year three. 

We were delighted in year one to sell 6,000 tickets and 

year two exceed the target selling 12,000. 

But the real plus will be having our patrons eventually 

buying return tickets as an annual tradition. In effect 

offering a benefit to our patrons, a type of loyalty program which then becomes a tradition 

where you buy discounted return tickets as you leave the Show. 
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Complimentary Show tickets for migrants  

I think we would all agree a fundamental element of success in staging our Shows comes 

from the loyalty and annual tradition of our patrons attending each year.  Most people 

know about and understand the Show. 

This tradition started when there was very few other competing events or entertainment. 

So, I pose the question, how can you embed the same tradition of attending the Show, 

which has been passed down the generations, into the lives of the many new migrants 

entering our country? 

How can you tempt them to attend your event, and then hopefully get them hooked on the 

tradition of coming back year on year, potentially participating and even bring their friends? 

We have been working on a program for over 10 years and now have an ongoing strategy in 

place which we know is going to work for us. 

The Society each year with the cooperation of the Department of Immigration gifts to all 

South Australians who take out Australian citizenship a complimentary ticket to come to the 

next Show. 

By way of interest we also now stage citizenship 

ceremonies at the Show on five days. 

Annually out of the 7,000 South Australians that take 

out Australian Citizenship about 5,700 take up the offer 

and attend the Show.  

 

Something different – may be a future competition evolving with a different tradition 

Our latest introduction of something from ‘left field’, 

which really challenged the status quo and national 

regulators, was the introduction of drone racing on the 

main arena at the Show. 

By 2017 the second year of racing, we were able to 

stage a competition which had been authorised with a 

further five years of approval from the Civil Aviation 

Safety Authority (CASA), no mean feat. 

We have also achieved event qualifying status for the World Cup Final which has resulted in 

attracting international competitors to come to Adelaide. 
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Drones or something similar will no doubt in the future become a favourite Show tradition, 

a bit like Freestyle Motor Cross is currently, a must see traditional element of our 

entertainment. 

Take Home Message 

My take home message is that most traditions evolved from something that in their day 

would have been considered to be innovative. 

A tradition is only relevant if it continues to productively serve a purpose, and certainly 

should not become a barrier to future change, innovation and the establishment of new 

traditions. 

In Closing 

In closing, I would like to take the opportunity to 

commend the recent initiatives of all the country show 

state bodies, plus the Royal Shows around Australia, for 

collectively working to provide an opportunity for all 

Australian agricultural shows to work under the one 

national body.  This initiative is inclusive of shows 

regardless of their size or location. 

I hope you are all aware of this achievement and the opportunities this will in the future 

present with sharing information nationally amongst all our events. It will be fantastic to 

have one body that can represent the interests of the industry with a collective national 

approach. 

I also believe the initiative will significantly benefit the development of the Next Generation 

movement nationally. 

I would encourage you all to take an interest in and support “Agricultural Shows of 

Australia”. 

I would like to also provide an open invitation to you 

all, to attend our Royal Adelaide Show. 

The ten-day event always aligns with and includes the 

first full week of Spring, this year starting on Friday 31 

August. 


